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We conduct a real-effort experiment in an immersive virtual environment in order to quantify the role of

product similarity in execution failures in a retail setting. In our experiments, subjects must identify and

sort two types of products based on their observable characteristics. When the two products are very similar,

performance is substantially lower (with both more sorting errors and more products left unsorted) than

when the products are more dissimilar. Introducing a clear visual cue to distinguish the products improves

execution when the products are dissimilar (by lowering sorting mistakes) and, even more so, when they

are similar (both by reducing sorting mistakes and the number of products unsorted). In the latter case the

average increase in overall performance is over 22 percentage points. Our results suggest that there may be

important gains from taking ease of execution into account in the design of products, product packaging,

and labeling.
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1. Introduction

Retailers often compete on the basis of assortment depth (Watson 2009). By stocking a variety of

products with different attributes in the same product category, retailers can attract a diverse set

of consumers and increase both market share and profit. For retailers it is of critical importance

to successfully determine the appropriate assortment of products to carry. A substantial body of

research exists to help retailers optimize their assortment planning decisions. Kök et al. (2008)

provides a review of this research.
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In spite of the benefits of product variety from the perspective of attracting additional con-

sumers, many empirical studies highlight the negative impact of variety on numerous measures of

operational performance including shipment accuracy (Srinivasan et al. 1994), labor productivity

(MacDuffie et al. 1996), and required rework (Fisher and Ittner 1999). For example, Randall and

Ulrich (2001) note that increasing variety results in both additional production costs and market

mediation costs in existing supply chains. The common theme in each of these papers is that variety

complicates the supply chain by causing greater complexity and confusion. Moreover, firms require

additional coordination and effort in order to execute flawlessly in the face of high levels of variety

(see Ramdas (2003) for a review of the variety literature).

Researchers studying the impact of product variety on retail operations note similar effects. In the

context of retail distribution centers, Craig et al. (2015) find fulfillment errors (i.e., shipments that

do not conform to the terms specified by the retailer purchase orders) to be positively associated

with the number of stock-keeping-units (SKUs). In the context of retail stores, Ton and Raman

(2010) correlate product variety with phantom products – products that are physically present at

the store but unavailable for the consumer to purchase. Specifically, they note stores with high

levels of variety exhibit more phantom products which, in turn, negatively impacts store sales.

DeHoratius and Raman (2008) link product variety to retail inventory record inaccuracy, defined

as the discrepancy between the recorded inventory quantity and the actual inventory quantity

physically available on the shelf. Inventory record inaccuracy is a substantial problem in retailing.

They found 65% of the inventory records they examined were inaccurate and estimated the poten-

tial lost revenue due to inventory record inaccuracy at nearly 3% of gross profit for the retailer

they studied. According to their analysis, product variety1 is a significant driver of inventory record

inaccuracy. DeHoratius and Raman (2008) argue that employees working in stores with greater

product variety face additional environmental complexity. They state that high levels of variety

make it challenging for employees to differentiate among products during routine retail processes

such as store checkout, shelf replenishment, inventory auditing, and order fulfillment.

When retail firms increase product variety by adding products with different attributes within

the same product category (i.e., expand the depth of the assortment), they often introduce new

product variants that are difficult to distinguish from the existing ones (Satomura et al. 2014).

In the cosmetics product category, for example, a new color of lipstick may look very similar to

other SKUs on the shelf in terms of packaging and branding. Lambert (1997) demonstrates a

1 DeHoratius and Raman (2008) measure product variety in two ways (1) the number of different merchandise
categories within a store and (2) the number of different SKUs in a store.
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strong link between similarity and confusion and ultimately error among pharmacists attempting

to differentiate among drug types. In a retail context, DeHoratius and Ton (2009) and Grosse et al.

(2014) argue that similarity may increase the likelihood of mis-scanning at the store checkout or

mis-shipments to stores due to incorrectly picked items.

Our study is also related to, but distinct from, research on the behavior of consumers in the retail

context. In the marketing literature, researchers study the impact of packaging design on customer

behavior (see, e.g., Wansink (1996), Underwood et al. (2001) and Wells et al. (2007)). Valenzuela

and Raghubir (2010) explore the consumer’s ability to distinguish among products on the shelf

and note the influence of visual information on consumer judgment. Kahn and Wansink (2004) and

Morales et al. (2005) both explore how the consumer perceives variety within the store and tests

its impact on consumption and satisfaction, respectively. Other researchers use eye-tracking data

to explore how consumers acquire product attribute information (Shi et al. 2013, Kovacheva and

Inman 2014) and find that too much choice has, at times, a negative impact on a consumer’s in-

store decision making. These studies focus entirely on the consumer rather than the retail employee

when investigating variety, packaging, and the ability to distinguish among products.

In summary, operations researchers have established a link between product variety and opera-

tional problems (i.e., execution failures) in a retail setting, by arguing that increased variety leads

to additional complexity and potential confusion among retail employees. However, they do not

explore the actual behavior of retail employees and do not investigate why these errors occur or

what can be done to mitigate their negative impact on retail performance. Researchers in mar-

keting investigate how consumers behave in the face of varying packaging designs but they do not

explore the impact of such designs on retail employees. Barratt and DeHoratius (2012), Grosse

et al. (2014) and de Koster et al. (2015) call specifically for behavioral research to better understand

the mechanisms by which errors arise in stores and distribution centers.

Herein we answer their call by designing a laboratory study to explicitly investigate the challenges

faced by retail employees responsible for operational tasks, in general, and the degree to which

product similarity induces errors, in particular. Specifically, we put subjects in an immersive virtual

environment where they are asked to perform a sorting task, similar to commonly performed tasks in

retailing such as replenishing store shelves, picking from a retail backroom or distribution center, or

scanning products at the checkout counter. Subjects must identify and distinguish two similar types

of products arriving on a moving conveyor belt and sort each product into the appropriate location.

In a 2×2 experimental design, we vary the similarity of products (in terms of the identifying color)
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and also whether or not an additional visual cue is present that can further help to distinguish the

two products.

We find that increasing the similarity between the two product types leads to a 23.5 percent-

age point decrease in efficiency, defined as the fraction of correctly sorted incoming products.

Decomposing the effect, we observe that approximately half of the reduction in efficiency is due to

increased errors while the other half is due to decreased productivity, defined as the fraction of the

incoming products sorted (correctly or incorrectly). Subjects spend, on average, 20% more time

inspecting the products when they are more similar.

Adding a clear visual cue, which the subjects can rely on to distinguish the products, significantly

improves sorting accuracy, defined as the fraction of products handled that were correctly sorted.

However, adding a visual cue does not lead to an increase in productivity when the colors are easy

to distinguish. Hence, our results suggest that there are substantial benefits to including a visual

cue to help distinguish products, but also suggest some interesting nuances.

We also highlight a great deal of subject specific heterogeneity in performance and observe a

tradeoff between accuracy and productivity, i.e., between the quality of the sorting job and the

amount of work performed. Further, we quantify the effects of learning over time, showing that

experience only significantly impacts productivity but not accuracy. We investigate the main causes

of sorting errors and identify a number of biases that subjects have. This includes a tendency to

cut corners when under time pressure. We also find that subjects enjoyed the task more when the

products were easier to distinguish. Finally, thanks to the very rich set of measurements taken in

our virtual reality setting, we are also able to show that subjects who tend to make smaller hand

and body movements are more successful at the sorting task.

Our work has important implications for manufacturers, retailers, and packaging design compa-

nies. Manufacturers are increasingly aware of their impact on supply chain performance and how

the choices they make with respect to packaging materials and labeling may help or hinder exe-

cution within the supply chain. Similar to “design for manufacturing” where manufacturing firms

are encouraged to consider manufacturing constraints in the design of their products (Boothroyd

et al. 2010), our work demonstrates the value of taking a “design for execution” approach. Here, we

advocate for taking ease of execution into account in the design of products, product packaging and

labeling. Our findings also suggest that retailers should incorporate the additional costs resulting

from execution failures due to variety and product similarity when making assortment planning

decisions, and that proactive steps – such as adding visual cues – may be taken to mitigate these

execution failures. We discuss managerial implications in more detail in Section 5.
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Figure 1 The Virtual Conveyor Belt

2. Experimental Design

Our primary research question is concerned with how the similarity of objects affects a person’s

ability to distinguish and sort these objects correctly, and whether visual cues can improve per-

formance. To this end, we constructed a real-effort task in which subjects had to sort objects into

one of two bins depending on the objects’ characteristics. Specifically, subjects participated in the

experiment in a virtual reality lab. They saw virtual cubes coming down a virtual conveyor belt in

2.5 second intervals. Five of the cube sides were orange, with the last side (always hidden from the

subject’s view as the cubes arrived on the conveyor belt) being a shade of blue. In each treatment,

the blue side of the cube was one of two different shades – relatively light and relatively dark.

Figure 1 shows the experimental setting from the subject’s perspective. Video demonstrations of

the experiment can be seen at: https://t.co/iS18aoyVQs. The experiment lasted for 15 minutes,

meaning that each subject saw, and attempted to sort 360 virtual cubes.2

As the virtual cubes came down the virtual conveyor belt, subjects had to pick up the cubes,

manipulate them to see the side which was blue and then place the cube into the virtual bin with

the corresponding color located to the subject’s right.3 Each cube that was correctly sorted earned

2 The virtual reality setting and the experimental task are adapted from the setting introduced in Gürerk et al. (2015).
In their experiment, subjects had to sort “defective” cubes into a single bin, leaving the non-defective cubes on the
belt. The main purpose of Gürerk et al. (2015) is to study how effort changes under different incentive schemes.

3 If a subject was left-handed, then the experiment was “reversed” so that the motions required of subjects were
consistent for both left- and right-handed subjects. Our description assumes that the subject is right-handed.
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a subject e0.04. Incorrectly sorted cubes or cubes that were left unsorted generated no additional

payment. A participation fee of e4 was also given to each subject.

The experiment was conducted in the virtual reality lab of a large German university. The virtual

reality room is a surround-projection chamber (floor approx. 25 square meters, height 3.30 meters).

Such chambers are also known by the acronym CAVE, for CAVE Automatic Virtual Environment

(Cruz-Neira et al. 1993). On five sides of the chamber are projectors, which are able to constantly

project a pair of images that our subjects see and manipulate during the experiment. Subjects wear

special 3D glasses enabling them to perceive the images as three-dimensional. Markers are placed

on the 3D glasses, which makes it possible for sensors in the CAVE to detect the position and

orientation of the subject’s head. A computer cluster continuously synchronizes the images seen by

the subject given his or her position, generating a nearly perfect immersion and facilitating natural

navigation within the virtual environment. Subjects also wear a small band on their dominant

hand, which also contains location markers detectable by the sensors. It is with this band that

subjects are able to pick up and manipulate the virtual cubes and sort them into virtual bins.

Figure C.1 in Appendix C shows what the glasses and the band for the hand look like.

Figure 2 shows the different shades of blue that subjects saw on one side of the cube in each

treatment. In the Easy treatments, the shades of blue were chosen so that it would be relatively

easy to distinguish between the lighter and darker shades. In the Hard treatments, the shades

were closer together, making it much more difficult to distinguish. The colors were calibrated in

pre-testing by the experimenters and a small number of test subjects.4 We also had two treatments

in which subjects saw, in addition to the colored side, a small visual cue: either A or B in the

top, left corner of the blue shaded side. In the visual cue treatments, the bins were also labeled

with the corresponding cues. Hence we had a total of four treatments: Easy with no visual cues

(E-NVC), Easy with visual cues (E-VC), Hard with no visual cues (H-NVC) and Hard with visual

cues (H-VC). Note also that in all treatments, 70% of the cubes were given one shade of blue and

30% were given the other shade. We call these the high and low demand shades, respectively. This

was done to reflect uneven demand patterns commonly observed in retail stores. The experiment

randomized across subjects which of the bins (high or low demand) was closer to the conveyor belt.

In all treatments, except H-VC, we had 22 participants take part in the experiment, while in

H-VC, only 21 subjects participated. Average earnings in E-NVC, E-VC, H-NVC and H-VC were,

respectively, e15.77, e16.24, e12.87 and e16.10 (the best-performing subject across all treatments

4 In the recruitment email that was sent out to the subject pool, we explicitly mentioned that participants should
have normal color vision (i.e., they should not be color blind).
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Figure 2 Treatment Variations

(a) Easy, No Visual Cue
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(b) Hard, No Visual Cue
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(c) Easy, Visual Cue
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(d) Hard, Visual Cue
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Note 1: In the Easy treatments, the color codes were: Light Blue RGB: (130,173,224); Dark Blue RGB: (36,84,140).
Note 2: In the Hard treatments, the color codes were: Light Blue RGB: (87,125,176); Dark Blue RGB: (51,102,158).
Note 3: In all treatments, the other five of sides were in Orange RGB: (204,153,0).

earned e18.32, while the worst performing subject earned e9.52). Subjects were primarily students

attending the university in which the experiment took place, but employees of the university are

also allowed to participate and, in fact, three did. Subjects only participated in one treatment. In

total, each subject was in the virtual environment for approximately 30 minutes, starting with a

5-to-10-minute instruction phase in which subjects received instructions regarding the experiment

and could practice manipulating cubes, followed by the 15-minute main task, and ending with a

5-minute questionnaire, which was programmed in zTree (Fischbacher 2007). The questionnaire

included demographic questions as well as questions pertaining to the subjects’ experience in the

CAVE (see Appendix B for an English translation of these experience-related questions).

2.1. Why the Virtual Reality Lab?

There are two main advantages to conducting the experiment in the virtual reality lab over a more

traditional lab experiment. The first is external validity. The experiment involved real effort in an

environment that is similar to the one faced by many retail employees whose job it is to stock

shelves or scan purchases at the check-out. Short of going into the field, which presents its own

logistical barriers, the virtual reality setting is as close to reality as an experimenter can achieve. In

traditional lab experiments, in contrast, real effort tasks are often simulated with abstract quizzes.

The second advantage pertains to data availability. Because the experiment is in a controlled

virtual laboratory setting, the data at our disposal are very rich. For example, we know how long a
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Table 1 Subjects’ Experience in the CAVE

Treatment Sense of
Being

Virt. Env.
Was

Reality

Saw vs
Visited

Where
Were You

Memory
Structure

Physically
in Virt.

Env.

SUS score

E-NVC
5.82 4.32 4.73 4.73 4.36 4.36 2.36

(0.67) (1.70) (1.88) (1.55) (1.65) (1.65) (1.40)

E-VC
5.50 4.45 4.00 4.59 4.09 4.64 1.91

(1.14) (1.50) (1.95) (1.68) (1.69) (1.62) (1.48)

H-NVC
5.36 4.09 4.36 5.86 3.91 4.45 2.23

(1.33) (1.77) (1.76) (1.13) (1.63) (1.92) (1.31)

H-VC
5.43 4.19 4.00 4.57 3.67 4.24 1.48

(1.36) (1.60) (1.95) (1.66) (1.59) (1.61) (1.33)
Note 1: See Appendix B for a full description of the questions.
Note 2: All questions were measured on a 7-point Likert scale with higher numbers indicating a greater sense of realism in the
virtual environment. Standard deviations in parentheses.
Note 3: The SUS score is calculated as the sum of a subject’s 6 and 7 responses to the six items.

subject handled each cube, from which position along the belt it was grabbed, and how long each

side of the cube was visible to the subject. The richness of these data allow us to draw insights

that are not possible even in a field setting.

2.2. The Validity of the Virtual Environment

“Presence” is usually defined as the sense of “being there” a subject experiences in a virtual

environment. It is a different concept than “immersion” which refers to the technical aspects of a

virtual environment that are directly measurable (e.g., the resolution of the stereoscopic images

that the subjects see). All else being equal, a virtual environment with a higher resolution is

considered as more immersive than a virtual environment with a smaller image resolution. The

measurement of presence, however, is not that straightforward. One way to measure the subjective

feeling of presence is to ask subjects for their opinion in post-study questionnaires (see Appendix

B). To measure subject’s experience in the virtual environment, we adopted the questions used in

Slater et al. (1994). The results are in Table 1. Since all our experimental treatments run within

the same virtual environment, we can meaningfully compare the obtained presence scores across

treatments.

We make the following observations. First, subjects rate their “presence” in the virtual environ-

ment as quite realistic. The scores we observe are similar to other studies conducted in CAVEs

(Usoh et al. 2000). Second, their perception of presence in the virtual environment is similar in all

treatments. Specifically, for five of the six items reported in Table 2, no significant difference in

presence perception exists. Only for the question, “Where Were You” do we find a significant differ-

ence between H-NVC and the other treatments (Mann-Whitney rank sum tests; E-NVC: p= 0.012,

E-VC: p = 0.008, H-VC: p = 0.006). This suggests that in the H-NVC treatment, which was, by
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Table 2 Subjects’ Perceptions About the Treatments

Treatment Enjoyed Task Exerted Effort Difference in
Colors

Relied on
Visual Cues

E-NVC
5.23 5.09 3.82

n/a
(1.72) (1.72) (1.18)

E-VC
5.73 4.73 4.09 4.65

(1.20) (1.70) (1.15) (1.54)

H-NVC
4.23 4.50 2.14

n/a
(1.41) (1.65) (0.99)

H-VC
5.48 5.10 2.48 6.56

(1.47) (1.48) (1.08) (0.89)
Note: All questions were measured on a 7-point Likert scale with higher numbers indicating stronger agreement with the
question. Standard deviations in parentheses.

design, the most difficult treatment, subjects stated that they had a stronger feeling of being there

in the virtual environment than being elsewhere. Some scholars assert that subjects either perceive

or do not perceive a presence in a virtual environment (Sanchez-Vives and Slater 2005). To capture

this all-or-nothing perspective, we utilize the Slater-Usoh-Steed (SUS) score (Slater et al. 1994)

which captures on the high answers to each item (i.e., 6 or 7 on our scale). Examining the SUS

score, we find significant differences between the E-NVC and the H-VC treatments, and between

the H-NVC and H-VC treatments (both p < 0.05), which again indicates that subjects perceived

somewhat stronger presence in treatments with no visual cues.

In Table 2, we provide results from our survey which were designed to measure subjects’ experi-

ence with the specific details of the experiment. Specifically, we asked subjects about (i) how much

they enjoyed the experiment, (ii) how much they felt they had to exert effort to perform the task,

(iii) how different they felt the two shades of blue were and (iv) how much they relied on the visual

cues as opposed to the colors (shades of blue) for the treatments where visual cues were present.

More details are available in Appendix B.

From these survey responses, we draw three main conclusions. First, compared to other treat-

ments, subjects in H-NVC enjoyed the task significantly less (p < 0.01). However, their assessments

about their own efforts are not significantly different across treatments. Second, subjects in the

Hard treatments indeed assess the colors (shades of blue) as being significantly more similar than

subjects in the Easy treatments do (p < 0.01). Regardless of whether or not subjects received visual

cues, subjects’ assessment of the color differences between the shades of blue was the same. Finally,

subjects in the H-VC treatment rely on the visual cues more strongly than in E-VC (p < 0.001).

3. Hypothesis Formulation

Before formulating our main hypotheses, we introduce the following definitions. We refer to the

productivity of a subject as the percentage of incoming cubes he or she – correctly or incorrectly
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– sorted (i.e., grabbed and put in a bin). Recall that each subject saw the same total number

of incoming cubes, namely, 360 cubes during a 15-minute interval. We refer to the accuracy of a

subject as the percentage of sorted cubes put in the correct bin. Finally we refer to the efficiency

of a subject as the percentage of incoming cubes which were correctly sorted, i.e, put in the correct

bin. Given these definitions, it follows that efficiency is equal to the product of productivity and

accuracy.

We test the following hypothesis regarding product similarity and performance:

Hypothesis 1. When the cubes’ identifying colors are easier to distinguish,

(a) productivity is higher,

(b) accuracy is higher, and

(c) efficiency is higher

than when the colors are harder to distinguish.

Another way – other than color – to make products easier to distinguish is to introduce visual

cues. Visual indicators are one of the key Toyota Production System principals and have been used

to help identify deviations from standard operating procedures. Liker (2004), among others, argue

the use of visual controls increases operational performance measures including productivity and

the reduction of defects and mistakes. This leads to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2. The introduction of a visual cue increases

(a) productivity,

(b) accuracy, and

(c) efficiency

compared to the case with no visual cue.

At first, our hypotheses appear to be straightforward: performance is higher when the task

is easier, and the task is easier when the identifying colors are easier to distinguish or when a

visual cue is introduced. However, we will see some interesting nuances. In particular, for some

performance metrics, the impact of making the colors easier to distinguish or adding visual cues is

not always significantly positive.

4. Main Results

Throughout much of our analysis, we focus on four main metrics: the previously defined efficiency,

productivity and accuracy, as well as a fourth metric: inspection time which measures the total

time that the subject spent holding, manipulating/rotating and examining each cube.5

5 Note that in rare instances a subject will have multiple inspections for the same cube. This can happen when the
subject contacts the cube and moves it quickly from the belt in a certain way, so the cube again contacts the belt and
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Table 3 Summary Statistics

Treatment % Productivity % Accuracy % Efficiency Inspection Time (sec)

Easy, NVC
85.76 95.31 81.74 1.74

(11.27) (5.19) (13.25) (0.30)

Easy, VC
85.99 98.90 85.04 1.75

(12.90) (0.97) (12.52) (0.27)

Hard, NVC
76.55 80.46 61.59 2.14

(15.67) (13.03) (13.98) (0.58)

Hard, VC
85.56 98.21 84.03 1.74

(10.45) (1.98) (9.74) (0.16)
Note: Standard deviations in parentheses.

4.1. Hypothesis Testing

We provide summary statistics on our subjects’ performance in each of the four treatments in Table

3. The first column shows the productivity of subjects, the second column reports their accuracy

and the third column reports their efficiency (which, recall, is the product of the former two). The

final column reports their average inspection time.

The overall efficiency of subjects was over 80% in all treatments. The one exception was in the

H-NVC treatment where only 61.59% of the incoming cubes were correctly sorted. In the Easy

treatments, adding a visual cue modestly improved overall efficiency (by 3.3 percentage points) and

this modest improvement is achieved mostly by improving accuracy, rather than productivity. In

the Hard treatments, adding a visual cue had a much more dramatic increase in overall efficiency

(22.4 percentage points) and this increase can be attributed to both an increase in accuracy and

productivity.

The rightmost column of Table 3, we see that in the H-NVC treatment the average inspection

time is 0.4 seconds longer than in all other treatments, which explains the low productivity. Inter-

estingly, when the colors are easy to distinguish, providing a visual cue does not lower the total

inspection time — that is, it takes the same amount of time to distinguish the color differences as

it does to distinguish the visual cues. This explains why productivity does not improve in E-VC

compared to E-NVC. In other words, visual cues help with both accuracy and productivity when

the cubes are hard to distinguish but only accuracy increases when the cubes are already easy to

distinguish.

In order to formally test our hypotheses, we provide pairwise treatment comparisons for each of

the four metrics reported (see Table 4). In panel (a) of Table 4, which presents our productivity

glues to it, thus ending the inspection. Of all cubes that were inspected at least once, only 0.93% of them had more
than one inspection, and virtually all of these had just two inspections. In these rare instances, the total inspection
time variable sums the time over all inspections.
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Table 4 Pairwise Comparisons of Treatment Differences

(a) Productivity

E-NVC E-VC H-NVC H-VC
E-NVC – =

0.66
>
0.05

=
0.92

E-VC – – >
0.04

=
0.70

H-NVC – – – <
0.05

(b) Accuracy

E-NVC E-VC H-NVC H-VC
E-NVC – >

�0.01
<

�0.01
>

�0.01

E-VC – – <
�0.01

=
0.44

H-NVC – – – >
�0.01

(c) Efficiency

E-NVC E-VC H-NVC H-VC
E-NVC – =

0.29
>

�0.01
=
0.59

E-VC – – >
�0.01

=
0.45

H-NVC – – – <
�0.01

(d) Inspection Time

E-NVC E-VC H-NVC H-VC
E-NVC – =

0.45
<

�0.01
=
0.26

E-VC – – <
�0.01

=
0.56

H-NVC – – – >
�0.01

Note: Tests reported are Mann-Whitney rank sum tests on the statistics reported in Table 3. p−values are
reported below the directional indicator (i.e., >, = or <).

results, we find productivity to be significantly higher in E-NVC than in H-NVC. However, there is

no difference between the productivity of subjects in treatments E-VC and H-VC. In other words,

making the cubes easier to distinguish only leads to an increase in productivity in the treatments

without visual cues. Similarly, we see that productivity is significantly lower in H-NVC than in H-

VC, but there is no difference between the observed productivity levels in treatments E-NVC and

E-VC. Therefore, adding visual cues only has a significantly positive impact when the cubes are

hard to distinguish. The reason for these findings is apparent in panel (d) of Table 4. Specifically,

we observe that the total inspection time per cube in the H-NVC treatment is significantly higher

than in all other treatments. However, among the remaining treatments, the total inspection time

per cube is statistically indistinguishable. We thus find only partial support for Hypothesis 1(a)

and 2(a): Hypothesis 1(a) is only supported in the absence of visual cues and Hypothesis 2(a) is

only supported when the colors are hard to distinguish.

In panel (b), which considers accuracy, we see that all pairwise comparisons, except H-VC versus

E-VC, yield a statistically significant difference. In particular, we see that adding visual cues always

leads to a significant effect on accuracy whether the cube colors are easy or hard to distinguish.

This confirms what was apparent from the summary statistics presented in Table 3, namely, that

providing a visual cue can dramatically reduce the frequency of sorting errors even in a setting

where the objects are already easy to distinguish. Hence Hypothesis 2(b) is fully supported by our

findings, while Hypothesis 1(b) is only supported in the absence of visual cues.

Finally, in panel (c), which considers the overall efficiency, we see that performance in the H-NVC

treatment is highly significantly lower than the other three treatments. However, no other pairwise
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comparison yields a statistically significant difference. Hence, the findings mirror the productivity

metric. That is, we find partial support for Hypothesis 1(c) and 2(c): hypothesis 1(c) is only

supported in the absence of visual cues and Hypothesis 2(c) is only supported when the colors are

hard to distinguish.

The overall conclusion from this analysis is that, when it comes to inspection time and produc-

tivity there are diminishing returns to reducing task difficulty. When the task is already easy on

one dimension – either because the colors are easy to distinguish if there is a visual cue – then

making it easy in the other dimension does not increase productivity. We can also say that adding

visual cues is a very effective mechanism in that it virtually eliminates the differences in all four

performance metrics between the easy and hard treatments, which are very salient in their absence.

This is consistent with the subjects’ answers to the questionnaire regarding their use of the visual

cues: 52.94% and 93.75% of the subjects reported that they relied strictly more on the visual cues

than the colors in order to sort the cubes (i.e., response on the Likert scale of 5, 6 or 7), respectively

for the easy and hard treatments, and 11.76% and 75% of them reported relying solely on the

visual cues (i.e., response on the Likert scale of 7), respectively for the easy and hard treatments.

Another way to test our hypotheses is via a series of simple regressions in which the

(Performance)i dependent variables are set equal to subject i’s productivity, accuracy and efficiency

respectively:

(Performance)i = α+β · (Easyi) + γ · (VCi) + δ · (Easyi ·VCi) + εi, (1)

In this equation, Easyi is an indicator variable which takes value 1 if subject i was in a treatment

where the colors were easy to distinguish, VCi is an indicator variable which takes value 1 is subject

i was in a treatment with the visual cue and (Easyi) · (VCi) is an interaction term. Hypotheses

1 and 2 are supported by positive coefficients on β and γ, respectively. A negative coefficient on

δ suggests that the difference in performance due to the inclusion of visual cues is greater in the

hard versus easy treatments.6 We present our results in Table 5. We find the coefficient on the

Easy and the Visual Cue indicators to be positive and significant. That is, starting from the H-

NVC treatment, either making the colors easier to distinguish (H-NVC → E-NVC) or adding a

visual cue (H-NVC→ H-VC) significantly increases productivity, accuracy and efficiency. However,

we also see that in all cases, the interaction term is negative. Indeed, for both productivity and

efficiency, the comparisons E-NVC → E-VC and H-VC → E-VC yield insignificant differences in

6 This can be seen by substituting the relevant values from (1). Doing so yields: α+ γ−α>α+ β+ γ+ δ− (α+ β),
which simplifies to δ < 0.
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Table 5

Productivity Accuracy Efficiency
Easy 9.205∗∗ (3.846) 13.521∗∗∗ (2.152) 20.152∗∗∗ (3.771)
Visual Cue 9.016∗∗ (3.892) 16.866∗∗∗ (2.178) 22.443∗∗∗ (3.815)
Easy×Vis. Cue −8.788 (5.472) −12.872∗∗∗ (3.062) −19.148∗∗∗ (5.364)
Constant 76.553∗∗∗ (2.720) 81.435∗∗∗ (1.522) 61.591∗∗∗ (2.666)
Observations 87 87 87
R2 0.094 0.509 0.384

performance. Only for accuracy and the comparison E-NVC→ E-VC is there modest evidence that

adding a visual cue, when the colors are easy to distinguish, significantly increases performance

(p = 0.067). Thus, we reach the same conclusions for our hypotheses as our previous analysis.

Further, this provides evidence that, for all three performance metrics, the impact of adding visual

cues is stronger in the Hard treatments versus the Easy treatments.

4.2. Subject-Specific Heterogeneity

The previous results concern the average behavior of our subjects. However, there is also substantial

heterogeneity across subjects. For each treatment, Figure 3 plots the value of each of the four

variables of interest for each subject. Panel (a) focuses on productivity, panel (b) on accuracy,

panel (c) on efficiency and panel (d) on average inspection time. The dash-dot line in each of

the plots represents the average value of the variable for that treatment. To get a sense of the

subject-specific heterogeneity, observe that, even in the E-VC treatment, the efficiency of subjects

(i.e., the percentage of incoming cubes correctly sorted) ranges from a low of 49.2% to a high of

99.2%. Similarly, their productivity varies between 50% and 100% - indicating that some subjects

manage to sort all 360 cubes into a bin, while others managed to sort only half. In the analysis

that follows, we explore whether there are tradeoffs between, for example, speed – as measured by

inspection time – and accuracy.

One thing which is apparent from the standard deviations presented in Table 3 as well as the

plots in Figure 3 is that adding a visual cue seems to reduce the heterogeneity of subject behavior.

Indeed, for three of the four dimensions of subject behavior that we consider – efficiency, accuracy

and average inspection time – we can reject that the standard deviations are equal when a visual

cue is or is not provided in favor of the alternative that the standard deviation is lower when

a visual cue is present (in all cases p < 0.01; one-sided tests). In contrast, for the productivity

metric, we are unable to reject the hypothesis when we pool over the Easy and Hard treatments.

However, comparing H-NVC with H-VC, the variance is significantly lower when a visual cue is

present (p= 0.038; one-sided test). Thus, especially for the Hard treatments, adding a visual cue
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Figure 3 A Look At Subject-Specific Heterogeneity
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(d) Average Inspection Time
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Note: The dash-dot (red) line in each figure represents the average value of the variable under consideration for that treatment.

both improves the average performance of subjects and reduces the variance in behavior across

subjects.

Through the post-experiment questionnaire we gathered factual information about each subject’s

age, gender, nationality, student status, and left vs right-handedness. The survey also asked about

their experience with 3-D environments, as well as subjective assessments of effort, enjoyment and

ability to differentiate the colors. Finally, as noted previously, subjects were also asked questions

about their experience within the virtual environment, which we capture by the SUS score. We

can modify (1) to include demographic variables, given by the vector Xi, in (2) below:

(Performance)i = α+β · (Easyi) + γ · (VCi) + δ · (Easyi ·VCi) +Xiη + εi (2)

We find that left-handed subjects have marginally higher efficiency scores (p= 0.094), and no other
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demographic variable is significant.7 When we include the main treatment variables listed in Table

5, demographic variables and the aforementioned other control variables, we continue to find that

left-handed subjects have higher efficiency (p = 0.054); we also find the odd result that German

subjects performed marginally significantly worse (p= 0.079).8 Finally, the only other variable that

was significant was the SUS score — subjects with a higher SUS score (i.e., a greater “presence”

in the CAVE) had higher efficiency (p = 0.054). Importantly, note that none of the treatment

variables discussed in the previous section are qualitatively impacted by the inclusion of these

questionnaire-based variables.

Similar analyses on productivity and accuracy do not shed much additional light on subject-

specific heterogeneity, with one exception: we find that older subjects are significantly more accurate

(p= 0.038). We observe a 0.58 percentage point increase in accuracy for each additional year in a

subject’s age. However, older subjects are significantly less productive (p= 0.060). We observe a

0.84 percentage point reduction in productivity for each additional year in a subject’s age. Thus,

there appears to be a tradeoff between accuracy and productivity. Specifically, younger subjects

tend to be more productive and less accurate than older subjects, but, because these two effects

offset each other, we do not observe a significant impact of age on overall efficiency. We also find

that students are (weakly) significantly more accurate than non-students (p = 0.062) – though

there are only three non-students – and accuracy is (weakly) significantly increasing with subjects’

experience in 3-D environments (p= 0.051).9

4.3. Learning

Although subjects were given time to practice picking up and manipulating cubes before the

actual experiment began, it is still reasonable to expect that they may have learned how to better

manipulate the cubes and also how to better differentiate them based on their color and/or visual

cue over the course of the 15-minute experiment. In Table 6, we compare subjects’ behavior over

the first 100 cubes and the last 100 cubes that came on the virtual conveyor belt (remember,

each subject saw a total of 360 cubes). Panel (a) shows that productivity significantly increased

7 We do not have an explanation as to why left-handed subjects should have higher performance. The experimental
interface was designed so that it could be “reversed” for left-handed subjects, making the task exactly equivalent.

8 In addition to the marginal significance, this result should also be taken with a grain of salt because there were only
5 non-German subjects, each from a different country.

9 For experience with 3-D environments, we summed subjects responses to questions about their experience with
3-D media, computer games and movies. All three variables are positively correlated. Perhaps not surprisingly, if
we include the three components separately, only experience with 3-D computer games is significant. Note, however,
that 80% of subjects report having little or no experience with 3-D computer games (responses of 1 or 2 on a 7-point
Likert scale.
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Table 6 Comparing Behavior in First 100 and Last 100 Cubes

(a) Productivity

Treatment First 100 Last 100 p
E-NVC 84.27 89.31 0.005
E-VC 80.86 91.45 0.025
H-NVC 73.41 79.41 � 0.01
H-VC 81.33 88.47 � 0.01

(b) Accuracy

Treatment First 100 Last 100 p
E-NVC 95.09 96.68 0.089
E-VC 99.55 98.59 0.057
H-NVC 84.00 86.77 0.009
H-VC 98.43 98.47 0.902

(c) Efficiency

Treatment First 100 Last 100 p
E-NVC 79.36 86.00 0.007
E-VC 80.41 90.05 0.001
H-NVC 57.41 66.18 � 0.01
H-VC 79.76 86.95 � 0.01

(d) Inspection Time

Treatment First 100 Last 100 p
E-NVC 1.85 1.60 � 0.01
E-VC 1.93 1.62 0.002
H-NVC 2.34 2.04 � 0.01
H-VC 1.88 1.64 � 0.01

Note 1: We report the p−value of a Wilcoxon signed rank test.
Note 2: Row is highlighted because comparative static is opposite to the hypothesized effect.

in all treatments, by between 5 and 10.5 percentage points. This is largely because, as shown

in panel (d), the inspection time was significantly lower in all treatments for the last 100 cubes.

Panel (b) shows that the effect on accuracy was more muted: only in the H-NVC treatment does

accuracy improve significantly at p < 0.05; moreover, in the E-VC treatment accuracy actually got

(marginally) significantly worse. One possible explanation for this surprising result is the task in

the E-VC treatment is too easy, leading subjects to get bored or careless over time. Finally, panel

(c) shows that efficiency increased significantly (by between 7 and 10 percentage points) over these

two periods. The results from panels (b) and (c) suggest that this increase in performance is largely

attributable to the observed increase in productivity.

A further analysis shows that behavior has largely stabilized over the last 100 cubes. In particular,

if we repeat the same analysis as in Table 6, but compare cubes 261–310 and 311–360, then only for

inspection time in the H-VC treatment can we reject that they are equal over the two blocks at the

5% level. Even at the 10% level, we only reject the null hypothesis of equality for productivity in

the H-NVC and H-VC treatments. In all other comparisons, we have p > 0.10. Hence, we conclude

that most of the benefits from learning occur in the beginning of the experiment.

4.4. Examining Mistakes

In this section we examine the primary factors for why cubes are not sorted into the correct bin.

4.4.1. Risky Guesses. At a very high level, there may be three possible reasons for why a

cube is not correctly sorted. First, the cube is simply not sorted; that is, it is not grabbed by

the subject and “falls” off the conveyor belt. Second, the subject makes an honest mistake; that

is, the subject handles the cube and sees the blue side, but simply sorts it into the wrong bin.
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Table 7 Relative and Absolute Frequency Cube Not Sorted Correctly Based on What the Subject Saw

Treatment Unsorted Honest Mistakes Guesses
E-NVC 78.01 (1128) 21.92 (317) 0.07 (1)
E-VC 93.67 (1110) 6.24 (74) 0.08 (1)
H-NVC 61.05 (1857) 36.72 (1117) 2.24 (68)
H-VC 90.39 (1091) 9.28 (112) 0.33 (4)

Note: Each row should sum to 100, modulo rounding. The numbers in parentheses report the absolute
frequency of each case

Finally, there can be errors due to guesses; that is, the subject handles the cube and sorts it into

a bin without seeing the blue side, most likely in an effort to save time in the face of strong time

pressure.10 Table 7 reports the relative and absolute frequencies of these three causes of mistakes.

By far the largest factor for why a cube is not correctly sorted is, simply, that it is unsorted. This

reinforces that the subjects were under time pressure in our experiment and were unable to sort

all of the cubes. The next most common reason is the so-called, honest mistakes. Finally, we find

that very few subjects made mistakes due to pure guesses, that is, because they did not inspect the

blue side of the cube. In fact, in the two easy treatments, it only occurred once, and in the H-VC

treatment, only 4 times. However, in the H-NVC treatment, it occurred 68 times, which means that

2.24% of the time in which the cube was not placed in the correct bin, the subject simply did not

see the blue side. This suggests that subjects felt like they were under greater time pressure in the

H-NVC treatment, and decided to cut corners, by moving cubes directly to a random bin without

inspecting their blue side. Even though this behavior is very minimal in our experiment, the fact

that it occurs mostly in the hardest treatment suggests that subjects are more likely to engage in

risky time-saving behavior when they are under time pressure if the task at hand is difficult.

Further evidence of this behavior can be seen in the variability of inspection times. We find that

the average (across subjects) standard deviation of inspection times is 0.736 in H-NVC treatment,

which is significantly larger than the average standard deviation in any other treatment: 0.524

in H-VC (p = 0.003), 0.484 in E-NVC (p = 0.001) and 0.543 in E-VC (p = 0.008). None of the

other treatment comparisons are significantly different at even the 10% level of significance. We

can also see the increased variance in inspection times in the H-NVC treatment relative to the

other treatments in Figure 4, which displays the kernel density estimates of cube inspection times.

Further, there is noticeably more mass in the density at both low and high inspection times. While

the increased mass on high inspection times can be logically explained by the fact that the colors

are hardest to distinguish in the H-NVC treatment (because they are very similar and there are

10 Using positional and orientational data of the 3D-glasses worn by the subject, we can infer whether a subject has
seen a specific side of a cube or not.
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Figure 4 Kernel Density Estimates of Inspection Times
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no visual cues), the increased mass on low values is suggestive of the “guessing” behavior, with

subjects spending so little time inspecting the cube that it is unlikely they are able to distinguish

between the two colors. Hence, they proceed with what is essentially a random assignment of the

cube to one of the two bins. This corner-cutting behavior is most likely due to them feeling more

time pressure, and not enjoying the task as much as in the other three treatments, as shown in

Table 1.

4.4.2. Bias Towards The Closer Bin. Recall that in all treatments, 70% of cubes had one

shade of blue (High Demand) and the remaining 30% had the other shade of blue (Low Demand).

We also randomized whether the High Demand bin was the one closer or farther from the conveyor

belt. If the location of the bins relative to the conveyor belt had nothing to do with the errors

made by the subjects, we would expect, on average, 70% of the errors in the Low Demand bin and

30% of the errors in the High Demand bin. This is because, of all the cubes which ended up in the

wrong bin, 70% of them were destined for the High Demand bin and 30% for the Low Demand bin.

However, the actual data are quite different. Table 8 provide the results. When the High Demand

bin is closer (farther) to the conveyor belt, it contains more (less) than 30% of the errors. This

suggests that, likely because of time pressure, many subjects simply chose to blindly sort some

cubes into the bin that was closer to the conveyor belt in the hope of saving time since taking the

cube to the bin which is farther away from the conveyor belt requires a larger gesture. Statistical
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Table 8 Frequency of Mistakes By Bin Location For More Frequent Shade of Blue

Location of High
Demand Bin

% Mistakes in High
Demand Bin

% Mistakes in Low
Demand Bin

Close to belt 48.45 51.55
Far from belt 12.86 87.14

Theoretical frequency 30.00 70.00
Note: The predicted frequencies assume that error rate is independent of the bin location.

tests confirm that the differences reported in Table 8 are significant.11

4.4.3. How Inspection Time Affects Accuracy and Productivity. There are several

aspects of how inspection time affects behavior that are potentially of interest. Two natural conjec-

tures are: (i) subjects who spend more time, on average, inspecting each cube will sort fewer cubes,

i.e., have a lower productivity; and (ii) subjects who spend more time, on average, inspecting each

cube will correctly sort more of the cubes that they handle, i.e., have a higher accuracy metric.

Given that efficiency is equal to accuracy multiplied by productivity, there is a natural tradeoff

between accuracy and productivity. Hence, the impact of inspection time on efficiency is not, a

priori, clear.

To see the trade-off between accuracy and productivity, Figure 5 provides scatter plots of accu-

racy versus productivity for each of our treatments. As can be seen, the natural tradeoff between

accuracy and productivity emerges from the data in three out of the four treatments we considered:

E-VC, H-NVC and H-VC. In the E-NVC treatment we see a positive relationship between the two

variables; that is, subjects who sorted more cubes also sorted a higher fraction of them correctly.

Below we offer one explanation for this apparent anomaly.

As noted, the main mechanism for the tradeoff between accuracy and productivity is via the

inspection time. We now investigate the relationship between inspection time and each of produc-

tivity, and accuracy. We present our results in Table 9. To rule out differences due to learning, we

focus only on the last 100 cubes. Panel (a) looks at productivity. In all four treatments, subjects

with a longer average inspection time exhibited lower levels of productivity. That is, subjects left

significantly more cubes unsorted. Panel (b) of Table 9 considers accuracy. As can be seen, our

conjecture is directionally correct for all treatments except E-NVC, but the relationship is only

significantly positive for the H-NVC treatment.12 In the E-NVC treatment, subjects with longer

inspection time actually had significantly lower accuracy. This could be because subjects who spent

11 Specifically, focusing on those subjects who had at lest three sorting errors in each bin, and taking the average for
each subject, conditional on each type of error, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests reject the hypothesis that the error rates
are the same (p < 0.01).

12 If we pool over the three treatments with a positive coefficient, then the relationship is significant at p= 0.01.
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Figure 5 The Accuracy-Productivity Tradeoff
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Note: The circles are the actual data for each subject, while the line represents the best
linear fit.

more time looking at the blue side of the cube ended up confusing themselves, leading to more

sorting errors. Finally, panel (c) provides the results for efficiency, which combines these two effects.

Observe that the negative effect of longer inspection time in panel (a) dominates and we have clear

results: in all four treatments, subjects who, on average, spend more time inspecting each cube had

significantly lower efficiency. Not surprisingly the effect is smallest, both in terms of magnitude

and significance, for the H-NVC treatment where, because of the similarity of the two shades of

blue, a longer inspection time was needed to correctly distinguish the cubes.

To investigate this potentially confusing effect of inspecting a cube for too long, we look at the

relationship between inspection time and accuracy using subject-level data. For each subject, over

the last 100 cubes, we rank the inspection time on each cube from lowest to highest time. For each

treatment, we then compute the average accuracy in 5-rank increments (that is, we average the

accuracy of subjects in the same treatment over the five lowest inspection times, then the next

five lowest inspection times, etc.). Figure 6 plots the results. As can be seen, there appears to be a

non-linear relationship between accuracy and cube-level inspection time: accuracy first increases in

inspection time, remains fairly stable for large a range of inspection times before ultimately falling

again. Individual cubes that were inspected for only a short period of time are more likely to be

put in the wrong bin due to the rushed nature of the decision. On the other hand, cubes which were

inspected for a very long time are also more likely to be put in the wrong bin because confusion
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Table 9 Relationship Between Inspection Time, and Accuracy and Productivity (Last 100 Cubes)

(a) Productivity (Cubes Sorted/100)

E-NVC H-NVC E-VC H-VC
Average Inspection Time −0.308∗∗∗ (0.043) −0.250∗∗∗ (0.032) −0.421∗∗∗ (0.047) −0.556∗∗∗ (0.084)
Constant 1.421∗∗∗ (0.074) 1.329∗∗∗ (0.071) 1.651∗∗∗ (0.083) 1.850∗∗∗ (0.146)
Observations 22 22 22 21
R2 0.723 0.752 0.800 0.697

(b) Accuracy (Cubes Correctly Sorted/Cubes Sorted)

E-NVC H-NVC E-VC H-VC
Average Inspection Time −0.144∗∗∗ (0.041) 0.130∗∗ (0.047) 0.006 (0.013) 0.055 (0.033)
Constant 1.205∗∗∗ (0.071) 0.564∗∗∗ (0.103) 0.974∗∗∗ (0.023) 0.889∗∗∗ (0.058)
Observations 22 22 22 21
R2 0.381 0.278 0.012 0.124

(c) Efficiency (Cubes Correctly Sorted/100)

E-NVC H-NVC E-VC H-VC
Average Inspection Time −0.389∗∗∗ (0.050) −0.107∗ (0.060) −0.408∗∗∗ (0.049) −0.501∗∗∗ (0.087)
Constant 1.527∗∗∗ (0.087) 0.891∗∗∗ (0.133) 1.614∗∗∗ (0.086) 1.739∗∗∗ (0.152)
Observations 22 22 22 21
R2 0.754 0.137 0.780 0.634

Note: ∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ denote significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels, respectively.

could set in. Note that the drop in accuracy for the highest inspection times is largest for the

H-NVC treatment, followed by a somewhat smaller effect in E-NVC, and more minimal drops in

accuracy for the treatments with visual cues. This confusion effect may be one explanation for why

we observe a positive relationship between accuracy and productivity in the E-NVC treatment.

4.4.4. Synthesis of Determinants of Mistakes. Table 10 reports the results of linear

random-effects regressions in which the dependent variable is whether or not the subject correctly

sorted the cube. We include as explanatory variables indicator variables for (i) the shortest 10%

inspection times (Inspect Time ≤ 10th %ile), (ii) the longest 10% inspection times (Inspect Time

> 90th %ile), (iii) the index of the cube, (iv) whether the subject saw the blue side of the cube and

(v) whether the color of the cube matched the color of the bin closest to the conveyor belt. The

two percentile indicators are meant to capture the non-linearity in individual inspection time for

especially fast and especially slow inspections (calibrated for each subject); therefore, the omitted

range is for the intermediate inspection times where accuracy is generally highest. The cube index

is meant to capture whether learning occurs even over the final 100 cubes. The indicator “Saw

Blue Side” is meant to distinguish likely guesses from informed choices and the indicator “Color

Matches Closest Bin” captures the aforementioned bias for sorting cubes into the bin that is closest

to the conveyor belt.
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Figure 6 How Inspection Time Affects Accuracy (Cube Level, Last 100 Cubes)
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Table 10 Examining Accuracy Over The Last 100 Cubes

E-NVC H-NVC E-VC H-VC
Inspect Time ≤ 10th %ile −0.006 (0.015) −0.079∗∗∗ (0.028) −0.043∗∗∗ (0.010) −0.008 (0.011)
Inspect Time > 90th %ile −0.050∗∗∗ (0.014) −0.047∗ (0.027) −0.038∗∗∗ (0.010) −0.028∗∗∗ (0.010)
(Cube Index)/100 0.029∗∗ (0.014) 0.035 (0.028) −0.003 (0.010) −0.008 (0.011)
Saw Blue Side 0.547∗∗∗ (0.070) 0.181∗∗∗ (0.050) 0.190∗∗∗ (0.058) 0.325∗∗∗ (0.045)
Color Matches Closest Bin 0.039∗∗∗ (0.009) 0.176∗∗∗ (0.017) 0.025∗∗∗ (0.006) 0.019∗∗∗ (0.006)
Constant 0.307∗∗∗ (0.083) 0.479∗∗∗ (0.105) 0.799∗∗∗ (0.066) 0.679∗∗∗ (0.056)
Observations 1970 1754 2016 1861
R2 0.048 0.073 0.027 0.034

Note: ∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ denote significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels, respectively. The table reports linear random effects models
with standard errors in parentheses.

Consistent with Figure 6, we see that in all cases the coefficients on the percentile indicators

are negative. In all cases, the slowest 10% of inspections lead to significantly lower accuracy,

suggesting that subjects may spend so much time that they eventually become confused. For

two treatments, we see that the fastest 10% of inspections lead to significantly lower accuracy,

suggesting that they were likely sorted into a bin under time pressure. Concerning learning, only

for the E-NVC treatment does accuracy continue to significantly increase over the last 100 cubes,

which is consistent with our previous discussion on learning. In all cases, we see, not surprisingly,

that accuracy is highly significantly improved if the subject was recorded as having seen the blue

side of the cube. Finally, consistent with the bias towards the closest bin, we see that accuracy is

also significantly higher when the color of the cube matches the closest bin to the belt. Except for

H-NVC, where subjects were under the most pressure, the effect is quantitatively small.
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4.5. Subject Movements

Figure 7 Position Along Conveyor Belt At Which Cubes Were First Handled

(a) High Performing Subject
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(b) Poor Performing Subject
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(c) Best High Performing Subject in H-NVC
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(d) Average Performing Subject
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Note 1: On the y−axis, 0 represents the center of the conveyor belt. Larger positive (resp. negative) numbers indicate that the
subject grabbed the cube closer to the beginning (resp. end) of the belt.
Note 2: Cubes which were left unsorted are coded as -2.5, which represents the point at which the cubes disappear off the belt.

We have a rich data set, which includes the precise location along the conveyor belt at which a

subject picked up each cube, if at all. By looking at these data, we can identify patterns of high

and low performers. We begin with four examples, which are fairly representative of the broad

picture that seems to emerge. Specifically, in Figure 7 we plot the position along the conveyor belt

at which a subject first grabbed each cube, which we refer to as the grab location. Zero represents

the center of the conveyor belt, while larger positive numbers indicate that the cube was grabbed

closer to the beginning of the conveyor belt and larger negative numbers indicate that the cube was
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grabbed closer to the end of the conveyor belt. The total length of the virtual conveyor belt was 5

meters so that the numbers on Figure 7 range from -2.5 to +2.5. The cube enters the subject’s view

at position 2.5, travels left-ward (for a right-handed subject) down the belt and, if left unsorted,

exits the belt at position -2.5. Hence, cubes which were left unsorted are denoted by the (blue)

squares at position -2.5 in Figure 7.

Panel (a) reports this information for a high performing subject in our sample (efficiency:

99.4%; E-NVC treatment), while panel (b) reports this information for a poor performing subject

(efficiency: 57.5%; H-NVC treatment). Panels (c) and (d) repeat this information for the best-

performing subject in the H-NVC treatment (efficiency: 88.3%) and for an average-performing in

the E-NVC treatment (efficiency: 82.2%), respectively.

In panel (a), we see that the high performing subject makes only small movements from one

cube to the next; that is, the grab locations of two successive cubes are generally very close. The

same pattern emerges in panel (c), though less successfully because of the greater difficulty of the

H-NVC treatment; also, because of the longer inspection time required to distinguish the colors,

more cubes are missed by this subject. We also see a higher frequency of mistakes n panel (c) than

in panel (a). In contrast, for panels (b) and (d), these worse-performing subjects appear to make

relatively large movements from one cube to the next; the adjustments in the grab positions are

costly in time since they require greater gestures, leading to worse productivity and efficiency. Note

that, in both cases, subjects appear to become more adept at sorting over time; fewer and fewer

cubes are left unsorted over the course the experiment and the number of incorrectly sorted cubes

also appears to decrease.

In Figure 8 we plot the subjects’ productivity as a function of the average distance they moved

between the handling of two successive cubes. The negative trend confirms that this general pattern

is quite robust. For high-performing subjects, the average distance moved from handling one cube

to the next is small, while for poor-performing subjects, the average distance moved from handling

one cube to the next is large. The primary mechanism for this appears to be via productivity.

Subjects who move more from cube to cube are significantly less productive (regression coefficient

of −2.30; p� 0.01), while accuracy is little influenced by movements (regression coefficient of

−0.16; p= 0.494), especially when a visual cue is present.
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Figure 8 Average Distance Moved From Handling One Cube to the Next
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5. Impact for Retailers

Our work has important implications for retailers. Retail employees faced with a high degree of

product similarity not only make mistakes in picking and shipping items from retail distribution

centers to stores, but also fail to accurately audit or restock shelves within the retail store. Such

mistakes are costly as they may lead to a mismatch of supply and demand at the consumer’s point

of purchase.

Our findings suggest that retailers should take into account the additional costs resulting from

execution failures due to variety and product similarity choices when making assortment planning

decisions, such as a product line expansion or an SKU rationalization initiative. The cost of having

numerous similar items in an assortment includes a decrease in productivity along with an increase

in execution errors. When contemplating whether or not to add or remove a new product to/from

an existing assortment, retailers should consider not only the impact on consumer demand (increase

in market size and cannibalization) and direct purchasing costs, but also the costs associated with

increased execution failures, such as those resulting from a greater level of inventory inaccuracy

and stock-outs. What can appear to be a profit-enhancing decision based on a direct revenue-cost

analysis may turn out to be a bad decision when the cost of execution failures is taken into account.

For example, a retailer may be better off adding a product from a new brand of lipstick, with a

different format and different packaging, than adding shade #13 of an existing brand to its product

line. In both cases the size of the assortment increases by one but the cost impact of execution
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errors is increased when adding a similar product.

We show that visual cues on highly similar products may, at the same time, improve employee

working speed (productivity) and reduce the likelihood of execution errors (accuracy). Adding

visual cues amounts to simplifying the task, making it more enjoyable to employees and avoiding

on the type of corner-cutting behavior which leads to many execution errors. Visual cues also helps

mitigate the confusion effect which may set in when employees inspect a product for too long.

Finally, adding visual cues could also translate to consumers in the form of a more pleasurable

shopping experience, as they can rely on them to make sure they are buying the correct product.

We also find that there is a great deal of heterogeneity in people’s ability at the sorting task and

that there is a tradeoff between productivity and accuracy, with younger people typically being

faster but less accurate than older people. In practice, retail tasks differ in their relative needs for

employee productivity and accuracy. For tasks such as the replenishment of promotional items,

speed may be of higher importance than accuracy, as stock outs can be very costly (see Corsten

and Gruen (2003)). On the other hand, when preparing online orders for in-store pickup, accuracy

is crucial as any mistake would directly impact customer satisfaction and employees are typically

not under direct time pressure.

Finally, our results also have notable consequences for retail employee training. We show that,

while productivity naturally increases over time as a person gets more familiar with the sorting

task, their accuracy level is largely unaffected by experience, and possibly even negatively impacted

as boredom may set in after a certain time when performing a repetitive task. Retailers may combat

this boredom effect by making sure their employees, especially their staff for whom accuracy is

crucial, regularly take breaks, or rotate between different positions in the store. Our results also

suggest that people are more likely to cut corners under time pressure when the task at hand is

more difficult. To avoid this risky behavior, retailers need to stress the importance of accuracy and

simplify the task, for example by adding visual cues. Finally, we find that the sorting speed can be

improved when subjects focus on making small, efficient movements. This aspect should therefore

be stressed in employee training sessions, especially for duties where speed is most important.

Retailers can also reduce unnecessary movements by better organizing the reshelving task, for

example by placing the set of products to restock close to the shelves, in an order which is consistent

with the order of the products on the shelves.

6. Concluding Remarks

Execution quality in retail supply chains continues to be critical to retail performance. The ability

of retailers to execute, researchers show, impacts key measures such as product availability (Corsten
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and Gruen 2003, Ton and Huckman 2008), data integrity (DeHoratius and Raman 2008, Kök and

Shang 2007), forecast accuracy (Mersereau 2015), and the level of rework (Craig et al. 2015).

Moreover, researchers evaluating the cost and benefit of RFID adoption often point to the ability

of such technology to mitigate or offset execution errors (Gaukler et al. 2007, Aloysius et al. 2015).

The advent of omnichannel retail strategies has only heightened the focus on execution quality.

With these strategies, retailers allow consumers to view store level inventory quantities prior to

visiting or offer options for consumers to buy on-line and pick-up in the store. As such, retail

executives expect their retail supply chains to execute without error so that the right product is

in the right place at the right time as promised to the customer.

The results of our experiment demonstrate the impact of product similarity on execution errors.

We find there is a great deal of heterogeneity in the performance across subjects. This is partly

explained by subjects trading off (consciously or not) accuracy (the quality of the sorting job) and

productivity (the amount of work performed). Some subjects spent more time inspecting the cubes

and, generally, had higher accuracy; however, past a certain point, confusion may set in, leading to

more sorting errors. We find that subjects get faster at sorting over time, with most of the learning

benefits occurring in the beginning of the process. However, we do not find a clear learning curve

when it comes to sorting accuracy. We also show that subjects are more likely to cut corners (by

putting cubes into the closest bin or sorting them without properly inspecting them) when the

task at hand is difficult and they feel that they are under more time pressure. Further, subjects

who minimize handling movements generally have higher productivity, but there is no significant

impact on their accuracy. We also demonstrate the extent to which visual cues can mitigate the

negative consequences of product similarity: when the products are hard distinguish, adding visual

cues helps increase both productivity and accuracy. However, when the products are already easy

to distinguish, they only contribute to an increase in accuracy. Finally, we discuss the impact of

our findings for retailers and manufacturers, such as the need to incorporate the execution cost

of product similarity on the whole supply chain when designing products and their packaging and

when selecting products to offer.

Manufacturers, and the packaging companies they work with, should take product similarity

into account when designing their products and consider the impact on supply chain performance

when deciding on packaging materials and labeling. Similar to “design for manufacturing” where

manufacturing firms are encouraged to consider manufacturing constraints in the design of their

products (Boothroyd et al. 2010), our work demonstrates the value of taking a “design for exe-

cution” approach. Here, we advocate for taking ease of execution into account in the design of
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products – product packaging and labeling – particularly through the use of small visual cues.

Some examples of such good product packaging already exist, such as the packages of berries, which

often come in two colors: yellow for conventional berries and green for the organic ones, but such

solutions could be more pervasive.

There are a number of extensions that are worth considering. We considered product similarity,

as measured by the similarity of the blue-shaded side across cubes. However, there are many dimen-

sions of similarity, in addition to color, such as size and shape. Understanding how these factors

affect execution could also be important as they could suggest better ways to design and package

products. Another dimension worth exploring is the variety of product assortments, specifically

their depth, that is the number of products offered in a given product category. For example, while

there are relatively few varieties of soft-drinks, assortments of lipstick and toothpaste are typically

deeper. Finally, it may be interesting to consider the impact of product density – i.e., the number

of products or categories a store provides per unit of selling space (Ketzenberg et al. 2000) – on

retail store performance as it has been identified to be a driver of inventory record inaccuracy

(DeHoratius and Raman 2008). How these factors affect retail execution and whether interventions

such as visual cues can help is an interesting avenue for future research.

Finally, it may be interesting to study other factors not explicitly related to product design,

but which may be expected to influence execution. First, subjects in our experiment operated

under a piece-rate incentive scheme. However, this is generally different from the incentives that

employees operate under in retail operations – in particular, because errors are difficult to detect

at the individual level, it is difficult to provide employee-specific performance bonuses. However,

store-level inventory accuracy can be measured (through inventory audits), making team-based

performance incentives a viable option, and one that is worthy of research attention. Second, store

employees often face multiple distractions, such as interruptions by customers, which may impair

their performance. Quantifying the impact of distractions may also be valuable for retailers as

an input into the cost-benefit analysis of how to structure employee responsibilities to trade-off

performance for fewer distractions.
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Appendix

A. Instructions for the E-NVC treatment (Translated From German)

Welcome to today’s experiment in the aixCAVE. Please read the following instructions carefully. If you have

a question, please ask the instructor. Please turn off your mobile phone!

Today’s experiment consists of an introduction, a main part, and a concluding questionnaire. The

introduction takes about 5 minutes and will familiarize you with how to execute today’s work task in the

aixCAVE. The main part starts immediately after the introduction and takes exactly 15 minutes. You

will receive a payment for your participation in the main part. The amount of your payoff depends on your

work output, as explained in detail below. To complete the questionnaire, you will need about 5 minutes.

Your work task

Today, you will work at a conveyor belt. Your working area is the area in front of the conveyor belt. The

conveyor belt transports two different types of objects. The objects are represented by cubes consisting of

five orange-colored sides and one blue-colored side. Both cube types (A and B) differ only with respect to

the coloration of their blue sides. Cube type A has a lighter blue side, whereas cube type B has a darker

blue side compared to cube type A. Please note that the shades of blue shown below may appear slightly

different during the experiment in the aixCAVE.
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Your task is to take away as many cubes as possible from the conveyor belt and put them

into the correct bin. In order to do so, you grasp the object, rotate it with your hand carefully, and put

it into the bin that is designated for this object. Cubes with a lighter blue side (Type A) must be

put into the bin that is colored lighter blue and cubes with a darker shade of blue (Type B)

must be put into bin that is colored darker blue.

Your work output

The work output measures your performance in the work task explained above. The following apply:

• Each object you put into the correct bin increases your work output by 1 unit.

• An object that you put into the wrong bin does not change your work output.

Your payoff

Your payoff equals to a fixed amount of e4, plus a variable payoff, the amount of the variable payoff

depends on your work output. Your variable payoff equals to e0.04 × your work output, i.e.,

Your payoff =e4 + (e0.04× your work output).

You receive your payoff directly after completing the questionnaire.

The Questionnaire

A short questionnaire follows immediately after the work task. Please answer the questions truthfully.

Please follow the points below while you are inside the aixCAVE:

• Please enter the aixCAVE with the slippers provided here.

• Please avoid quick or hectic movements in the aixCAVE.

• Please do not touch the walls or the floor of the aixCAVE.

We wish you success!

B. Survey Questions About Subjects’ Experience in the CAVE

The following contains detailed information on the questions reported in Table 1 about subjects’ experience

in the virtual environment. In all cases, the measure is a 7-point Likert scale with higher numbers indicating

a greater sense of realism in the virtual environment. The questions were adapted from Slater et al. (1994).

1.Sense of Being: Please rate your sense of being in the virtual environment, on a scale of 1 to 7, where

7 represents your normal experience of being in a place. I had a sense of “being there” in the virtual

environment not at all (1) – very much (7).
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2.Virtual Environment Was Reality: To what extent were there times during the experience when the

virtual environment was the reality for you? There were times during the experience when the virtual

environment was the reality for me at no time (1) – almost all the time (7).

3.Saw vs. Visited: When you think back to the experience, do you think of the virtual environment more

as images that you saw or more as somewhere that you visited? The virtual environment seems to me to

be more like images that I saw (1) – somewhere that I visited (7).

4.Where Were You/Sense of Location: During the time of the experience, which was the strongest on

the whole, your sense of being in the virtual environment or of being elsewhere? I had a stronger sense

of being elsewhere (1) – somewhere that I visited (7).

5.Memory Structure: Consider your memory of being in the virtual environment. How similar in terms

of the structure of the memory is this to the structure of the memory of other places you have been

today? By “structure of the memory” consider things like the extent to which you have a visual memory

of the virtual environment, whether that memory is in color, the extent to which the memory seems

vivid or realistic, its size, location in your imagination, and other such structural elements. I think of the

virtual environment as a place in a way similar to other places that I’ve been today not at all (1) – very

much so (7).

6.Physically in Virtual Environment: During the time of your experience, did you often think to

yourself that you were actually in the virtual environment? During the experience, I often thought that

I was really standing in the virtual environment not very often (1) – very much so (7).

The following contains detailed information about the questions reported in Table 2 about subjects’

perceptions with the treatments. In all cases, the measure is a 7-point Likert scale with higher numbers

indicating greater agreement with the question.

1.Enjoyed Task: I enjoyed the execution of the task. ((1) Do not agree at all; (7) agree fully)

2.Exerted Effort: I exerted much effort in the execution of the task. ((1) Do not agree at all; (7) agree

fully)

3.Difference in Colors: How different were the two shades of blue to you? ((1) Almost identical; (7)

clearly different)

4.Relied on Visual Cues: As you sorted the cubes, did you focus on the colors or the letters? ((1) I

focused on the colors; (7) I focused on the letters)

C. Additional Photos of CAVE Equipment
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Figure C.1 Hand and Head Sensors Used in Experiment

(a) Hand and Head Sensors (b) Hand Sensor When Manipulating Cube


